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ACAB is a work of notated music for string orchestra, synthesizer, piano, timpani, and tape. The piece serves as a 
commentary and critique of police in American society, utilizing excerpted recordings of poetry and speeches, in 
conjunction with various noises such as sirens and gunshots, alongside an orchestral background to abstractly depict a 
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The following string techniques are abbreviated thusly: 
s.p. = sul ponticello 
m.s.p. = molto sul ponticello 
s.t. = sul tasto 
c.l.b. = col legno battuto 
String players are occasionally required to move gradually from arco bowing to sul ponticello, and subsequently 
to molto sul ponticello. It is displayed in the score like so: 
 
Both Contrabass 1 and 2 should be equipped with a C extension. 
The synthesizer and piano are to be performed with two separate players-there is too much activity in the score 










All samples can be acquired digitally by contacting the composer at williampeacockmusic@gmail.com. 
The pianist is called to perform two extended techniques – string pizzicato, and glissandi on the strings. They are 
performed and notated as such: 
Pizzicato: Achieved by plucking the strings inside the piano with the fingernail. They are notated with square 







String glissandi: Achieved by gliding the fingernails of the hand across the strings in the piano-it is notated in the 
score via written instruction.  
 
It is generally advised that the conductor pay particular attention to when text from the synthesizer does and 
does not overlap with the ensemble-some practice may be required in terms of coordination, as often the 
samples do not fit exactly within the confines of the notated meter.  
 







Timpani (two drums, 28–29” and 25–26”) 
Synthesizer (with adjustable volume knob and sampling capabilities)  
Tape (digital recording with large scale stereo setup)  
Piano  
String orchestra (4/4/3/3/2 or greater) 
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